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Abstract
Background: Noninvasive mechanical ventilation is sufficiently widely used to
motivate bench studies for evaluating and comparing performances of the domiciliary
ventilators. In most (if not in all) of the previous studies, ventilators were tested in a
single (or a very few) conditions, chosen to avoid asynchrony events. Such a practice
does not reflect how the ventilator is able to answer the demand from a large cohort of
patients with their inherent inter-patient variability. We thus developed a new
procedure according which each ventilator was tested with more than 1200
“simulated” patients.
Methods: Three lung mechanics (obstructive, restrictive and normal) were simulated
using a mechanical lung (ASL 5000) driven by a realistic muscular pressure. 420
different dynamics for each of these three lung mechanics were considered by varying
the breathing frequency and the mouth occlusion pressure. For each of the nine
ventilators tested, five different parameter settings were investigated. The results are
synthesized in colored maps where each color represents the ventilator (in)ability to
synchronize with a given muscular pressure dynamics. A synchronizability ε is then
computed for each map.
Results: The lung model, the breathing frequency and the mouth occlusion pressure
strongly affect the synchronizability of ventilators. The Vivo 50 (Breas) and the
SomnoVENT autoST (Weinmann) are well synchronized with the restrictive model
(ε = 86 and 78 %, respectively), whereas the Elisée 150 (ResMed), the BiPAP A40 and
the Trilogy 100 (Philips Respironics) better fit with an obstructive lung mechanics
(ε = 87, 86 and 86 %, respectively). Triggering and pressurization performances of the
nine ventilators present heterogeneities due to their different settings and operating
strategies.
Conclusion: Performances of domiciliary ventilators strongly depend not only on the
breathing dynamics but also on the ventilator strategy. One given ventilator may be
more adequate than another one for a given patient.
Keywords: Noninvasive ventilation, Lung model, Patient-ventilator interaction,
Ventilator performances

Background
The use of noninvasive ventilation (NIV) strongly increased during the last twenty years,
and became a common technique for managing acute and chronic respiratory failures.
In response to a growing market, manufacturers propose yearly (if not more often) new
ventilators with an increasing number of ventilatory modes and settings. Our objective
© 2016 The Author(s). licensee Springer on behalf of EPJ. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly credited.
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is to help the physicians to improve the synchronization between the ventilator pressure
cycles and patient breathing cycles, a key feature to optimize comfort and reduce the work
of breathing [1]. The number of parameters available in a modern ventilator is indeed
significantly greater than in those produced one or two decades ago. Unfortunately, the
terminology used to designate these ventilator settings remains not unified and the same
abbreviation can sometimes correspond to different quantities, as clearly pointed out
long time ago [2]. Such disparities make a comparison between the different ventilators
difficult to establish.
In spite of this, several bench studies were published for evaluating and comparing
the performances of these devices. However, there is no standardized protocol for bench
studies [3] and, for instance, some parameters used to set the lung model or the ventilators are not systematically reported: it is therefore not possible to reproduce most of these
studies. Moreover, although bench studies seem to be the most reliable and efficient way
to compare mechanical ventilators [4–7], it is difficult to know whether the devices were
actually tested in equivalent working conditions, and different studies can sometimes lead
to conflicting results. Each parameter used to set the lung model and the ventilator to
perform bench tests should therefore be explicitly specified and translated in the same
units (by using specific external measurements) for each device to allow rigorous comparisons. Such a step is required to develop a procedure to compare mechanical ventilators
for helping physicians to more objectively select an adequate ventilator for their patient
respiratory profile since performances are known to depend on it [4].
Among available ventilatory parameters, the sensitivity to patient inspiratory effort
for triggering the pressure rise (here designated as the pressure rise triggering sensitivity or the high pressure triggering sensitivity) appears to be the most significant setting
in pressure support ventilation since it directly affects the synchronization between the
pressure cycle and the respiratory demand [8]. A lack of synchronization such as the presence of non-triggered cycles reduces patient comfort and increases the work of breathing
[1, 9]. It is thus relevant to assess the abilities of ventilators to correctly synchronize their
pressure cycles with patient inspiratory demand. Assessing triggering sensitivity performances is a non trivial task [3, 10, 11], mainly because different algorithms are used by
the manufacturers to detect inspiratory efforts. It is therefore difficult to propose a standard measure to evaluate their performances. We are not yet able to propose an external
measure allowing to compare objectively the sensitivity of the pressure rise triggering
rather than counting the different types of asynchrony events. Pressure rise duration is
also a key parameter which affects patient’s inspiratory work load [12], and must be taken
into account for optimizing patient-ventilator interactions. A key parameter is the trigger
to switch from the high to the low pressure delivered by the ventilator (here designated
as the low pressure trigger or the pressure release trigger and often designated elsewhere as the “cycling”). These last two parameters are easier to compare because they are
more or less based on similar algorithms and can be easily evaluated by the pressure rise
duration and the percentage of the maximum airflow reached during the running cycle,
respectively.
In the present work, we developed a procedure to test the abilities of domiciliary ventilators to correctly synchronize the pressure cycles they deliver with patient breathing
cycles in various conditions. We developed our procedure in trying to overcome some
of the weaknesses pointed out in the critical analysis of bench studies evaluating devices
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for noninvasive ventilation recently published [3]. We therefore focused our attention in
elaborating a protocol providing reliable and reproducible results. First, we based our
tests by simulating patient breathing cycles with the help of a realistic muscular pressure as developed in [13] for driving our mechanical lung (an ASL 5000, Ingmar Medical,
Pittsburgh, USA). In order to avoid the situation where two different ventilators are tested
in two different operating conditions, each ventilator was parametrized in a systematic
way and was tested with a large set of lung dynamics; from our point of view, this is a
very key point since testing a ventilator with a single lung dynamics can lead to two opposite biased situations; i) the lung dynamics was an example chosen because the ventilator
manages it in an optimal way and ii) the lung dynamics is unfortunately one of those the
ventilator is not able to synchronize with. In the former case, the performances of the ventilator are overestimated while they are underestimated in the latter case. In both cases,
the ventilator is incorrectly evaluated. We therefore introduce a parametric test, that is,
each ventilator is tested with three types of lung mechanics (restrictive, obstructive and
normal) whose dynamics is varied in a wide range to simulate a large cohort of patients.

Methods
In the subsequent part of this paper, a time at which an event occurs is designated by
Tevent , the time interval (the duration) during which a process happens by τprocess and the
delay with which an event occurs compared to the expected time by δevent . This notation
will avoid to mistake times, durations and delays.
Lung model and simulated inspiratory effort

Among the different types of mechanical lungs available, we used a microprocessorcontrolled piston, the ASL 5000. The choice for this device results from the fact that
this is an active and flexible mechanical lung that has become extensively used for
testing performances of domiciliary ventilators [14–19]. It consists in a computer controlled piston-cylinder unit whose mechanics can be adjusted by realistic parameters
such as the resistance of the airways and the lung compliance, and whose dynamics
can be varied according to parameters as the breathing frequency and the amplitude
of the muscular pressure. In all cases, ventilators were connected to the mechanical
lung via a single tube with intentional leaks. If not compatible with the ventilator,
this interface was substituted by a single tube with an expiratory valve. Pressure, airflow and muscular pressure signals were measured with the ASL 5000 software at
512 Hz and stored for subsequent analysis. The data were then processed with the
help of a code written by us and based on the definition of asynchrony events as
detailed below.
The inter-patient variability clinically observed can therefore be easily simulated. There
is not yet a consensus for designing the evolution of the muscular pressure for driving an ASL [3] and all parameter values required to reproduce it are very rarely fully
reported, with the exception of Chatburn’s studies [20]. Most often a semi-sinusoidal
muscle pressure — as predefined in the ASL 5000 — is used. Based on the (rare) physiological data available, we thus developed a more realistic evolution of the muscular
pressure (Fig. 1) [13].
The respiratory muscle pressure was simulated by using two exponential functions, one
for inspiration and one for expiration (see [13] for details). The whole breathing cycle
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Fig. 1 Realistic muscular pressure Pmus . Muscular pressure model used for driving the ASL 5000 as developed
by Fresnel et al. [13]

thus simulated only depends on two clinical parameters that are i) the breathing frequency fb and ii) the mouth occlusion pressure P0.1 at 0.1s representing the stiffness of
the inspiratory effort.
From these two parameters and the formula governing the exponential evolution of
the muscular pressure, the maximum amplitude Pmax and the duration τins of the contraction (corresponding to the inspiratory phase) and the duration τexp of the relaxation
(corresponding to the expiratory phase) are automatically computed by using [13]
τins
= 0.0125 fb + 0.125 where
τtot

τtot =

60
.
fb

(1)

According to clinical studies [21–24], most of patho-physiological cases are considered
when P0.1 is varied from 0.5 to 10 cmH2 O (with an increment equal to 0.5 cmH2 O). Combined with the breathing frequency fb which is varied from 10 to 30 cycles per minute
(cpm) with an increment equal to 1 cpm, it allows to model 420 different ventilatory
dynamics, each pair (fb , P0.1 ) corresponding to a given lung mechanics (or a “simulated”
patient in a clinical equivalent). The maximum amplitude [13]
Pmax =

P0.1
1−e

(2)

−0.1(fb +4·P0.1 )
10

of the muscular pressure is thus between 2 and 25 cmH2 O, in agreement with the recommendations proposed by Olivieri el al., allowing to simulate weak (2 cmH2 O), normal (8
cmH2 O), high (15 cmH2 O) and strenuous (25 cmH2 O) inspiratory efforts [3].
Three lung mechanics were chosen to simulate normal, obstructive and restrictive
disorders in the lung. The corresponding values of the airway resistance and the lung
compliance (Table 1) were chosen within the range commonly found in bench studies and
are close to the values proposed by Olivieri et al. to model severe obstruction and restriction, respectively [3]. Each ventilator is therefore tested with a total of 1260 different
ventilatory dynamics. In each case, 50 breathing cycles were simulated.
Table 1 Values of the airway resistance R and the lung compliance C used to simulate the three lung
mechanics
Normal

Restrictive

R (cmH2 O.s/l)

5

5

Obstructive
25

C (ml/cmH2 O)

50

20

50
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Ventilator modes and the different types of cycles

In this work, we choose to focus on the pressure support mode since it is available in any
device from the market and is the most often used mode at home [25]. This ventilation
mode consists in a partial support provided by a positive pressure cycle ideally synchronized with patient’s breathing cycles. It offers numerous advantages among which the
fact that it is often easily accepted by the patients [26]. This mode is labeled in various
ways in the different ventilators we tested. Thus, it is mode “S” in the Trilogy 100 (Philips
Respironics), the BiPAP A40 (Philips Respironics), the S9 VPAP ST (ResMed), the Stellar
100 (ResMed), and the SOMNOvent autoST (Weinmann). It is mode “PS” in the Elisée
150 (ResMed), and mode “PSV” in the Vivo 50 (Breas), the Monnal T50 (Air Liquide Medical Systems) and the Smartair ST (Covidien). Typically, this mode is based on two phases,
one with a high pressure during the inspiration and one with a low pressure during the
expiration. One pressure cycle was therefore associated with a detection of the inspiratory effort that triggers the pressure rise from the low to the high pressure level, and a
detection of the relaxation of the inspiratory demand for triggering the pressure release
from the high to the low pressure level. This mode gives priority to the synchronization
between the patient breathing cycles (here simulated by the mechanical lung) and the
pressure cycles delivered by the ventilator. It is therefore necessary to introduce a terminology that clearly distinguishes the patient breathing cycles from the ventilator pressure
cycles.
The main characteristics of the ventilator pressure cycles are the delivery of a high pressure Ph (corresponding to the so-called IPAP for “inspiratory positive airway pressure”)
and a low pressure Pl (corresponding to the so-called EPAP for “expiratory positive airway pressure” or PEEP for “positive end-expiratory pressure”). The point that motivated
this new terminology is that the pressure cycle delivered by the ventilator is not always
synchronized with the patient breathing cycle: the high pressure Ph is therefore not necessarily delivered during patient’s inspiration, hence turning the term “positive inspiratory
pressure” ambiguous [27].
To trigger the two pressure switches occurring during a pressure cycle, the ventilators use an algorithm interpreting measurements of the airflow Qv and the pressure Pv
within the ventilation circuit. First, there is a switch ensuring a transition from the low
pressure to the high pressure level at time Th induced by the detection of patient’s inspiratory effort; such a switch is commonly triggered from the airflow Qv , using a threshold
or a variation of that airflow within an interval of a few milliseconds. Second, there is a
switch ensuring the pressure release to the low level at time Tl , also triggered by a condition on the airflow commonly expressed as a fraction of the maximum airflow Qv, max
achieved during the running cycle (Fig. 2). These switches depend on the here-called
high pressure triggering sensitivity ηh (or the pressure rise triggering sensitivity) and on
the low pressure triggering sensitivity ηl (or the pressure release triggering sensitivity)
regardless of the ventilator strategy. We prefer to speak in terms of triggering because it
corresponds explicitly to the processes actually used by the ventilator to drive the pressure cycles it delivers. During mechanical ventilation, the breathing cycle combines with
the pressure cycle to provide the “ventilatory cycle” which is the one actually investigated from the measurements of the airflow and the pressure in the ventilatory circuit.
When the pressure cycle is synchronized with the breathing cycle, the ventilatory cycle
is also synchronized with the two “primary” cycles. Typically when there are asynchrony
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Fig. 2 Ventilatory curves from the mechanical lung. The pressure Pv and the mechanical lung airflow Qp
measured in the mechanical lung (or Qv in the ventilatory circuit in clinical situations) connected to a
ventilator in pressure support mode are plotted. Ph is the high pressure, Pl the low pressure, Qp, max the
maximum airflow reached in the running cycle, ηh corresponds to the high pressure triggering sensitivity, ηl
to the low pressure triggering sensitivity and τpr to the pressure rise duration

events, by definition, the ventilatory cycle is not synchronized with the breathing cycle,
thus justifying to distinguish these three different cycles.
Once the pressure rise is triggered, the transition between the low and high pressure levels, corresponding to the level of ventilatory support P = Ph − Pl , can be reached more
or less rapidly. The duration of this “pressure rise” is computed from time Th at which the
pressure rise is triggered by the ventilator and time Tpr at which the high pressure Ph is
reached. This duration is expressed as
τpr = Tpr − Th

(3)

where τpr designates the duration of the pressure rise whereas Tpr designates the time at
which the high pressure is reached. In order to simplify comparisons, this term τpr will
be used to express the pressure rise duration computed from the measured ventilatory
pressure, even when the parameter is not expressed as a duration in the ventilator.
The ventilatory cycle can therefore be characterized by the four durations as follows
(Fig. 2). First, there is the high pressure phase duration τh = Tl − Th , which includes
the pressure rise duration τpr = Tpr − Th . Then there is the low pressure phase duration
τl = Th,(n+1) − Tl . The total cycle duration τtot = Th,(n+1) − Th obviously corresponds to
τh + τl . In these previous definitions, Th (Th,(n+1) ) is the time at which the nth (n + 1th)
high pressure rise is triggered.
Our objective is to assess the performances of ventilators that are connected to three
lung models as previously defined. We investigated these performances in varying two
of the most important parameters which influence the synchronization between patient’s
breathing cycles and ventilator pressure cycles. We thus varied the high pressure triggering sensitivity ηh [8] and, the pressure rise duration τpr [28]. Although it is known that
the low pressure Pl [29] and the pressure support level P = Ph − Pl [9, 30] are particularly crucial to avoid deleterious asynchrony events such as non-triggered cycles or
double-triggered cycles, Costa et al. also focused on ηh and τpr [19]. Since each parameter
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settings (five for each ventilator) is tested for a cohort of 1260 simulated lung dynamics,
we limited the number of parameter values: the low pressure Pl was therefore set to 5
cmH2 O, and the high pressure Ph to 20 cmH2 O, corresponding to a pressure support of
15 cmH2 O. According to Olivieri et al. [3], this low pressure is most common value, and
the retained high pressure is the largest used in test bench studies.
In practice, each ventilator has its own process for triggering the pressure rise and may
work in a very specific way. Some ventilators, such as the Vivo 50 for instance, use triggering conditions which differ rather significantly from those used by the other devices.
Consequently, it is not always possible to have the same operating conditions for all the
ventilators involved in a comparative test. We investigated triggering performances for
three sensitivity values ηh corresponding to the highest, the median and the lowest sensitivity in the range proposed in each ventilator (the highest sensitivity being associated
with the smallest inspiratory effort provided by the lung model to trigger the pressure
rise). We then choose to assess the sensitivity of the high pressure triggering by measuring the mechanical lung airflow Qp and the muscular pressure Pmus when the pressure
rise starts, thus allowing direct comparisons.
The low pressure triggering sensitivity ηl is more consensual among manufacturers. It
is commonly defined as a fraction Ql of the maximum airflow Qp, max reached during the
running cycle. Depending on the ventilator, there are two ways to define this threshold
Ql which may either correspond to Ql = ηl Qp, max or to Ql = (1 − ηl ) Qp, max . This is
here another source of confusion for clinicians. We will use the first way for reporting the
values we selected for ηl . In our protocol, in order to limit the number of parameters to
vary, ηl is set to a given value for each lung mechanics tested. We did our best to set the low
pressure triggering sensitivity ηl to 25 % for the restrictive mechanics, 30 % for the normal
model and 75 % for the obstructive model to reduce expiratory flow limitation which
affects these latter patients [31]. In fact, it was shown that recent bilevel ventilators tend
to trigger prematurely the pressure release when connected to normal lung mechanics,
a tendency exacerbated with a restrictive lung. With our obstructive lung, this release is
delayed, a feature which is aggravated in the presence of air leaks [32].
The pressure can rise according to a linear or an exponential function. Most often,
there is no information concerning the exact duration of the pressure rise, and it is difficult to know which value is considered by the ventilator. Consequently, in order to
allow objective comparison, as we did for the high pressure triggering sensitivity, the
pressure rise duration was investigated for the shortest, median and longest settings
available in each ventilator. The effective duration was then measured as the duration
between time Th at which the high pressure rise is triggered and the time T0.95P at
which the pressure reaches 95 % of the maximum pressure observed during the running
cycle.
In modern ventilators, two additional parameters are available: they are the minimal
(τh, min ) and maximal (τh,max ) durations for which the high pressure is delivered. These
two settings may override the pressure release, that is, the ventilator ability to detect
the end of patient’s inspiratory effort. In the present work, we therefore choose τh, min
(τh, max ) equals to the minimum (maximum) value proposed by the ventilator to avoid any
influence of these parameters on our results. Depending on the possibilities offered by
the ventilator, we set off the backup frequency or set it at the minimum value. Selected
parameter values for the tested ventilators are reported in Table 2.
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High pressure triggering sensitivity ηh

Pressure rise duration τpr
Minimum

Median

Low pressure triggering sensitivity ηl

Maximum

Median

Minimum

Maximum

Restrictive

BiPAP A40†

Normal

Obstructive

1 l/min

5 l/min

9 l/min

1

3

Elisée 150‡

1

3

5

1

2

6

25 %

30 %

75 %

4

25 %

30 %

Monnal T50

0.5 l/min

5 l/min

10 l/min

1

2

75 %

4

25 %

30 %

S9 VPAP ST‡

Very high

Medium

Very low

Min

75 %

500 ms

900 ms

Very low

Low

Smartair ST∗

1

3

5

1

Very high

2

4

–75 %

–70 %

–25 %

SOMNOvent autoST

–1

Std

1

Std

Soft

ESoft

—

—

—

Stellar 100‡

Very high

Medium

Very low

MIN

500 ms

900 ms

Very low

Low

Very high

Trilogy 100†

1 l/min

5 l/min

9 l/min

1

3

6

25 %

30 %

75 %

Vivo 50

1

5

9

1

5

9

7

7

3
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Table 2 Minimum, median and maximum values for three parameters which were varied in the domiciliary ventilators tested in our protocol

† : Philips Respironics

‡ : ResMed

 : Air Liquide Medical Systems
∗ : Covidien

 : Weinmann
 : Breas
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Dynamics of the lung model-ventilator system

In our simulations, the muscular pressure curve which drives the mechanical lung is noise
free and the inspiratory effort initiation is therefore known precisely: the corresponding
time is designated by T0 . Since the high pressure rise starts at time Th , the high pressure
triggering delay δh thus corresponds to
δh = Th − T0 .

(4)

Note that in clinical practice the inspiratory effort initiation determined when the
esophageal pressure decreases by 1 cmH2 O [30] (and not when it starts to decrease) and is
therefore shortened by 50 to 100 ms, depending on the breathing frequency. It was shown
that dyspnea is reduced when the clinically measured δh was less than 100 ms in ventilated patients [10]: when the delay is greater than 100 ms, there is an increased patient
work of breathing and a lower efficiency of ventilatory support [5]. To compensate the
underestimation of δh in our simulations compared to clinical studies, we considered that
a correct delay τh must be less than 200 ms.
In the present work, we considered that the inspiratory effort ends when the muscular
pressure Pmus reaches 99 % of the maximum amplitude Pmax : the corresponding time is
designated by Tmax . The triggering delay δl of the pressure release thus corresponds to
δl = Tl − Tmax

(5)

where Tl is the time at which the pressure release is triggered. The delay δh is always
positive but the delay δl can have a negative or a positive value, depending on whether
the pressure release triggering is advanced or delayed with respect to the end of the
inspiratory effort, respectively. An ideal pressure cycle would therefore mean a perfect
synchronization between the beginning of the inspiratory effort and the pressure rise triggering (δh < 200 ms), and between the end of the inspiratory effort and the pressure
release triggering (|δl | < 300 ms). When there is a lack of synchronization, this is, by definition, an asynchrony event. It should be clear that, sometimes, an asynchrony event can
be tolerated or even wanted: for instance, in the case of patients with an acute COPD,
backup cycles can be welcome. Our aim is here to assess the quality of synchronization
between the breathing cycles and the pressure cycles delivered by the ventilator. We do
not intend to investigate what could be the ventilator settings for an optimal assistance
for a given patient. This study was conducted for helping the clinicians to know when a
good “mechanical” synchronization can be obtained.
Detecting cycles and asynchrony events

Simulations were performed for each ventilator included in the protocol and data were
stored for an automatic analysis using our detection algorithm working with the time
series of the muscular pressure Pmus , the pressure Pv measured in the piston chamber (nearly corresponding to the pressure in the ventilatory circuit) and the mechanical
lung airflow Qp (assimilated to the patient airflow). These three time series were provided by the ASL 5000 and were filtered with a Butterworth filter acting as a low pass
filter whose frequency cutoff was set at 10 Hz to reduce the measurement noise. The
breathing cycles were determined by detecting time T0 and Tmax from each oscillation
of the muscular pressure. During each of them, the number of times the pressure Pv
becomes greater than a threshold value (equal to P2h ) allowed to determine whether this
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is a non-triggered, single-triggered or double-triggered cycle (sometimes we may also
observe multi-triggered cycles). All these triggerings must occur for T0 < T < Tmax .
Self-triggered (or auto-triggered) cycles were detected when the high pressure triggering
occurs at time T such as T > Tmax . They were thus easily distinguished from the other
types of triggered cycles. In order to detect any backup cycle (if the considered ventilator did not allow to disable this option), the duration between successive high pressure
triggerings was calculated and compared to the backup frequency. Among the cycles for
which the high pressure is triggered a single time during the inspiratory effort, we then
computed the two delays δh and δl . When δh ≤ 200 ms (nearly always the case) and when
|δl | ≤ 300 ms, the cycle was said to be synchronous (or normal). When δl < −300 ms
(δl > +300 ms), the cycle was said to be a cycle with an advanced (delayed) pressure
release. The characteristics of the different types of cycles are reported in Table 3.
Once the cycles were detected and classified, various markers were computed to quantify ventilator performances. These markers are devoted to three main aspects. First, in
order to characterize the high pressure triggerings, we measured the mechanical lung airflow Qp (Th ) and the muscular pressure Pmus (Th ) at time Th at which the pressure rise is
triggered. We computed the triggering delay δh of the pressure rise and the lung model
inspiratory work of breathing
 Th
(Qp (t) − Qp (0)) · Pmus (t) dt
(6)
Wh =
t=T0

which is expressed in millijoules (mJ). Second, the pressure rise and the pressure release
were evaluated as follows. We measured the actual pressure rise duration
τ̃pr = T0.95P − Th

(7)

between time Th and time T0.95P at which the measured pressure Pv reaches 95 % of the
maximum pressure of the running cycle. We computed the mean high pressure
 T
0.95P
1
Pv (t) dt
(8)
P̃h = 
T0.95P − T0.95P t=T0.95P

delivered between time T0.95P as previously defined and time T0.95P
at which the pressure returns below 95 % of the maximum pressure. This mean pressure P̃h allowed to
check whether the high pressure Ph set on the ventilator was actually provided. We also
computed the triggering delay

− Tie
δl = T0.95P

(9)

Table 3 The different types of cycles and their corresponding characteristics
Name

Symbol

NT

δh

δl

Non-triggered cycle

NT

0

—

—

Synchronous cycle

SC

1

≤ 200 ms

|δl | ≤ 300 ms

Cycle with advanced pressure release

Tapr

1

≤ 200 ms

< −300 ms
> +300 ms

Cycle with delayed pressure release

Tdpr

1

≤ 200 ms

Self-triggered cycle

ST

1

> τi

—

Backup cycle

Bck

1

—

—

Double-triggered cycle

DT

≥2

—

—

τtot =

1
fBck

δh and δl are the delays of the high and low pressure triggerings, respectively. τi is the duration of the inspiration and τtot is the
duration of the breathing cycle. NT is the number of high pressure triggerings occurring during a breathing cycle. fBck is the
backup frequency
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of the pressure release where Tie is the time at which inspiration ends and expiration
starts.
Third, we computed the work W0.95P delivered by the ventilator during the pressure rise,
that is, between time Th and time T0.95P . This marker defines the amount of ventilatory
assistance provided to the lung model in response to its inspiratory effort; it characterizes
the efficiency with which the high pressure level is reached. The work
 T0.95P
(Pv (t) − Pl ) · Qp (t) dt
(10)
W0.95P =
t=Th

is expressed in Joules (J). The advantage of this work is that it characterizes the whole
pressure rise and not only an arbitrary part of it. We also computed the power

P0.95P =

1
W0.95P
τ̃pr

(11)

delivered by the ventilator; it is expressed in Watt (W).
To complete these markers, we computed the minute volume
Vm = Vmax − VR ,

(12)

insufflated into the mechanical lung. Here Vmax is the maximum volume reached during
the running cycle and VR is the residual volume. It allows to check whether the delivered
volume per minute is greater than 8 l/min, that is, than the volume commonly required
by a patient at rest.
Colored maps and synchronizability

In order to facilitate the interpretation of our measurements, we constructed maps
spanned by the breathing frequency fb and the mouth occlusion pressure P0.1 by transforming the rate of detected asynchrony events (computed over 50 breathing cycles) for
each pair (fb , P0.1 ) in a colored pixel located according to the pair (fb , P0.1 ). The color is
allocated according to the rates of the different types of asynchrony events as reported in
Table 4. For instance, an indigo pixel means that more than 85 % of the cycles are synchronous, less than 10 % are cycles with advanced pressure release, less than 10 % are
with delayed pressure release, less than 10 % are double-triggered and less than 10 % are
non-triggered, self-triggered or backup cycles. This color thus corresponds to a very good
synchronization between the breathing cycles and the ventilator pressure cycles. Contrary
to this, a red pixel (compared to indigo, red is the color at the opposite end of the visible light spectrum) is associated with more than 85 % of non-triggered, self-triggered or
backup cycles. We constructed our color scale (Fig. 3) assuming that cycles can be ranked
according to their effect on patient’s comfort as
SC  Tsh  DT  NT
where Tsh does not distinguish cycles with advanced or delayed pressure release, and NT
does not distinguish non-triggered, self-triggered and backup cycles. A red pixel thus corresponds to a very poor synchronizability. Each map is made of 420 colored pixels, and
provides the ability of the ventilator to synchronize its pressure cycles with the breathing cycles simulated by 420 different lung dynamics, that is, by 420 different simulated
patients with a given lung mechanics.
This color scale allows to encode the gradual emergence of asynchrony events depending on the lung dynamics characterized by the pair (fb , P0.1 ). Uniform domain corresponds
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Table 4 Color legend for encoding the rates of asynchrony events computed over 50 breathing
cycles for a each pair (fb , P0.1 ). Since self-triggered and backup cycles are not triggered by an
inspiratory effort, there are all designated as “non-triggered” cycles
Color

SC / Tsh

Tapr

Tdpr

DT

NT

Indigo

SC ≥ 85 %

Tapr < 10 %

Tdpr < 10 %

DT < 10 %

NT < 10 %

Violet

Tsh ≥ 85 %

Tapr < 85 %

Tdpr < 85 %

DT < 10 %

NT < 10 %

Blue

Tsh ≥ 85 %

Tdpr ≥ 85 %

DT < 10 %

NT < 10 %

Azure

Tsh ≥ 85 %

DT < 10 %

NT < 10 %
NT < 10 %

Tapr ≥ 85 %

Cyan

Tsh ≥ 85 %

10 % ≤ DT < 50 %

Sea green

Tsh < 85 %

0 % < DT < 50 %

NT < 10 %

Green

Tsh ≤ 50 %

50 % ≤ DT < 85 %

NT < 10 %

Lime

Tsh > NT

DT < 50 %

10 % ≤ NT < 85 %

DT ≥ 85 %

Yellow
Tsh ≤ NT

Orange

or

50 % ≤ DT < 85 %

10 % ≤ NT < 85 %
NT ≥ 85 %

Red

SC = synchronous cycle, Tapr = cycle with an advanced pressure release, Tdpr = cycle with a delayed pressure release, Tsh = Tdpr
or Tapr, DT = double-triggered cycles, NT = non-triggered cycle or self-triggered cycle or backup cycle
Each color is allocated according to various thresholds on the rates of asynchrony events as reported in the table

to a stable behavior of the ventilator with given rates of asynchrony events. When various
colors (not close each other in the spectrum) co-exist in a neighborhood (more or less
like in a patchwork), this means that there is an instability in the interactions between the
lung model and the ventilator, that is, one may expect that in such a situation with a real
patient, the type of cycles could significantly change in a short duration (a real patient
always breathes with a cyclic dispersion in the breathing frequency and in the occlusion
pressure). When the color changes in a smooth way (according to the color spectrum),
this means that the domain for which the ventilator works well is rather well defined: it is
thus possible to state without any ambiguity for which (sub-) cohort of simulated patients,
the ventilator can be recommended.
To quantify the global ventilator synchronizability over a map, that is, for a cohort of
simulated patients with a given lung mechanics (obstructive, restrictive or normal) and
for a given set of values for ventilator parameters, we computed a synchronizability εf˜ ,P̃0.1
b
(where f˜b and P̃0.1 are the discrete values retained for varying the breathing frequency and
the occlusion pressure, respectively) which takes into account the number of each type of
cycles as

εf˜ ,P̃0.1
b

Nc
1 
=1−
en
Nc
n=1

Fig. 3 Color scale. This color scale is used to encode the rates of asynchrony events counted for each pair
(fb , P0.1 ). Indigo (left end of the spectrum) represents an excellent synchronizability which is gradually
deteriorated as the color changes toward the red (right end of the spectrum) corresponding to a very poor
synchronizability

(13)
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where Nc is the number of breathing cycles simulated (Nc = 50 in our case) and

0


1
4

en = 
1
2


1

if the nth cycle is SC
if the nth cycle is Tapr or Tdpr
if the nth cycle is DT
if the nth cycle is NT.

Synchronizability εf˜ , P̃0.1 is thus equal to 1 when the ventilator pressure cycles are well synb
chronized with the breathing cycles (100 % of synchronous cycles). This synchronizability
is decreased as the number of asynchrony events increases. A mean synchronizability is
then computed for each map according to
N˜ N

fb
P̃0.1


1
εij ,
ε=
Nf˜ × NP̃0.1
b

(14)

i=1 j=1

where (i, j) represent the pair of discrete values of (fb , P0.1 ) characterizing the lung dynamics; Nf˜ and NP̃0.1 are the numbers of values retained for the breathing frequency fb and
b
the occlusion pressure P0.1 for constructing the colored map, respectively. In our case,
Nf˜ = 21 and NP̃0.1 = 20, inducing 21 × 20 = 420 pixels in each map.
b
A synchronizability ε close to 1 (100 %) corresponds to an excellent synchronization of
the ventilator pressure cycles with the breathing cycles provided by the mechanical lung;
when ε is about 0, this means that there are many asynchrony events.
Comparative results

Our results were averaged over the five parameter settings tested for each ventilator
(the maximum high pressure triggering sensitivity versus the minimum, median and
maximum pressure rise duration, and the minimum pressure rise duration versus the
minimum and median high pressure triggering sensitivity). To compare ventilators performances which depend on the lung model to which they are connected, we performed
a normality test (Shapiro-Wilk) to check whether the markers were normally distributed,
with a statistical significance set at p < 0.05. If the test was negative, a Wilcoxon ranksum test was performed to determine if one distribution was stochastically greater than
the other. If the test was positive, a Student t-test (if the variances between the two distributions were equal) or a Welch t-test (if the variances were different) was performed
to determine whether the two sets of data were significantly different from each other. In
order to assess the disparities in terms of synchronizability and performances between
the different ventilators, we performed a Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test, which is the nonparametric equivalent of the ANOVA test, to test whether samples originate from the
same distribution.

Results
This procedure was applied to eight recent domiciliary ventilators: the BiPAP A40 (Philips
Respironics), Elisée 150 (ResMed), Monnal T50 (Air Liquide Medical Systems), S9 VPAP
ST (ResMed), SomnoVENT autoST (Weinmann), Stellar 100 (ResMed), Trilogy 100
(Philips Respironics), Vivo 50 (Breas), and an older one, the Smartair ST (Covidien).
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Selected values of the settings for these ventilators are reported in Table 2. All the ventilators were tested in a barometric regulation (the pressure is controlled), even when other
regulations are available.
Synchronizability ε

The ability of a ventilator to synchronize the pressure cycles they deliver with
the simulated breathing cycles depends on the lung model used: the mean synchronizability was significantly (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) smaller with
the restrictive model (ε = 56.6 ± 26.5 %) than with the obstructive model
(ε = 68.6 ± 24.7 %).
As shown in Fig. 4, performances are different from a ventilator to another, as
confirmed by the Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test (p < 0.01 for both restrictive and
obstructive lung models) which indicates that the synchronizabilities computed for the
nine ventilators do not belong to a unique distribution. With the restrictive model,
the Vivo 50 and SomnoVENT autoST have a maximum synchronizability greater than
90 %, that is, close to an optimal synchronization with the pulmonary model. Contrary to this, the S9 VPAP ST and Stellar 100 have minimum synchronizability equal
to 0 % with the largest high pressure triggering sensitivity and the smallest pressure
rise duration. With the obstructive model, the BiPAP A40, Elisée 150 and Trilogy
100 have the best performances and present a maximum synchronizability greater
than 90 %. The Monnal T50 and Smartair ST present a very poor synchronizability for low sensitivities of the pressure rise triggering when connected to this lung
mechanics.
Asynchrony events

With the restrictive model, self-triggered cycles are the asynchrony events which mostly
reduce the synchronizability. These cycles were encountered with more than 50 % of
the ventilators tested, mainly for the large sensitivities of the high pressure triggering. This is observed with the Monnal T50, S9 VPAP ST, Stellar 100, BiPAP A40,
Trilogy 100 and SomnoVENT autoST (Fig. 5). Double-triggered cycles may also happen and reduce the synchronizability; they were observed with the S9 VPAP ST,
Stellar 100 and for a few ventilatory dynamics in the case of the Vivo 50. These
two asynchrony events were due to a large pressure rise triggering sensitivity; consequently, there are more pressure cycles delivered than required by the simulated
breathing cycles.
With the obstructive model, the time constant (equal to RC) of the lung model is
large and induces slow variations in the airflow Qp . Detecting the inspiratory effort may
therefore be difficult as evidenced by the numerous non-triggered cycles we detected,
especially with the Monnal T50, Smartair ST and to a lesser extent, with the Vivo 50. Most
of the time, small sensitivities of the high pressure triggering lead to ineffective inspiratory
efforts from the lung model.
Triggering performances

Mean delays δ h (Fig. 6) were significantly (p < 0.01, Welch t-test) shorter with the restrictive model (δ h = 131 ± 27 ms) than with the obstructive model (δ h = 187 ± 41 ms).
The Vivo 50 and Trilogy 100 had the shortest triggering delays of the pressure rise
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Fig. 4 Box plot representation of the synchronizabilities. Synchronizabilities computed for the ventilators
connected to the restrictive (a) and obstructive b models for all different settings. Bottom and top of the box
are the first and third quartiles, whereas ends of the whiskers are the minimum and maximum values

(≤ 100 ms) with the restrictive model, whereas the Smartair ST presented the longest
delay (> 170 ms). The Monnal T50 and SomnoVENT autoST had good triggering performances with the obstructive model since the delays δ h were less than 140 ms with these
two devices. The BiPAP A40, S9 VPAP ST, Stellar 100, Trilogy 100 and Vivo 50 presented
the largest triggering delays (δh > 200 ms).
Triggering delays of the pressure rise measured with the restrictive lung mechanics
are significantly (p = 0.015, Student t-test) different from those measured with the
obstructive model (Fig. 7).
In other words, when a device has small (large) delays with the restrictive model, it has
large (small) delays with the obstructive model. This indicates that when the triggering
strategy developed by a manufacturer for a ventilator is efficient for one lung mechanics,
it might not perform as well for the second one. Some ventilators may therefore be more
dedicated to a type of pulmonary disease than others.
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Fig. 5 Colored maps showing the incidence of two asynchrony events. Incidence of self-triggered cycles
(lime, orange, red pixels) and double-triggered cycles (yellow pixels) for two ventilators connected to the
restrictive lung model

The mechanical lung work of breathing Wh to trigger the pressure rise was significantly
(p < 0.05, Welch t-test) greater, in absolute value, for the obstructive model (W h =
−2.26 ± 1.66 mJ) than for the restrictive model (W h = −0.72 ± 0.62 mJ). It reveals that
the longer delay required to detect the simulated inspiratory efforts for triggering the
pressure rise with the obstructive model may induce an increase of the work of breathing
and, consequently, a less effective unloading of the respiratory muscles.
The airflow Qp and the pressure Pmus at the time Th the pressure rise is triggered were
computed. Nevertheless, no statistical test was possible due to some configurations for
which asynchrony events were too frequent and led to a synchronizability close to 0. The
measured airflows were consistent with the announced values for the BiPAP A40 and Trilogy 100 whose triggering sensitivities are provided in l/min. No direct correspondence

Fig. 6 High pressure triggering delays δ h . Mean delays δh for the nine ventilators (for their respective
maximum high pressure triggering sensitivity) connected to the restrictive and obstructive models
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Fig. 7 Mean triggering delays δ h ranked in ascending order. High pressure triggering delays measured with a
restrictive lung mechanics (blue) ranked in ascending order and correspondence with an obstructive
mechanics (red)

was found for the other ventilators and such assessment was impossible to perform when
the triggering sensitivities were given without any unit or qualitatively as in the S9 VPAP
ST or the Stellar 100. This is the main reason for which it is rather difficult to compare
the performances of the different ventilators. In order to distinguish different strategies
for triggering the pressure rise, we plotted the mechanical lung airflow and the muscular pressure at the time the pressure rise is triggered (versus an index designating each
pair (fb , P0.1 ) by an integer between 1 and 420) (Fig. 8). These curves provide patterns
which allow us to classify the ventilators in three groups, suggesting similar response from
the ventilators for a given group in the cohort of simulated patients. These different patterns explain why it is difficult to reliably compare triggering performances in different
ventilators.
With the restrictive model, the minimum airflow required to trigger the pressure rise
with the lowest sensitivity is large for the Monnal T50 (Qp ≥ 47.8 l/min, corresponding to Pmus ≤ −8.5 cmH2 O) and Smartair ST (Qp ≥ 46.2 l/min, Pmus ≤ −8.2 cmH2 O).
It explains the numerous non-triggered cycles observed when these ventilators are connected to the restrictive model. To a lesser extent, the required airflow was quite large
with the Vivo 50 (Qp ≥ 18.3 l/min, Pmus ≤ −3.9 cmH2 O) for the minimal triggering
sensitivity of the pressure rise.
With the obstructive model, the non-triggered cycles with the Monnal T50 and Smartair ST were so frequent that it was not possible to correctly compute the mechanical
lung airflow Qp or the muscular pressure Pmus when the pressure rise is triggered. In fact,
these minimum triggering sensitivities for the pressure rise which are available on these
two devices seem to be not clinically pertinent. The required airflow was quite large with
the Vivo 50 (Qp ≥ 20.8 l/min, Pmus ≤ −13.3 cmH2 O) connected to the obstructive lung
model.
Pressure rise and return pressure release

For the restrictive model, the effective pressure rise duration τ̃pr depends on the ventilator
and, for a given device, depends on the lung model (Fig. 9). For the restrictive mechanics,
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Fig. 8 Mechanical lung airflow and muscular pressure at high pressure triggering. Mechanical lung airflow
Qp and muscular pressure Pmus measured at time Th at which the pressure rise is triggered, for every
breathing dynamics tested. Each segment represents the values measured for one given P0.1 (increasing from
the left to the right) and all breathing frequencies. All ventilators were set to the maximum pressure rise
triggering sensitivity

the mean pressure rise duration was between 326 ± 99 ms and 598 ± 184 ms, corresponding to a mean range of 272 ms. Three ventilators presented a range less than 100 ms, that
is, reduced possibilities to adapt the pressure rise to the lung dynamics: the Monnal T50
(404 < τ̃pr < 420 ms), Smartair ST (426 < τ̃pr < 507 ms) and SomnoVENT autoST
(486 < τ̃pr < 507 ms). The S9 VPAP ST and Stellar 100 had the widest range of pressure
rise durations (222 < τ̃pr < 931 ms and 213 < τ̃pr < 860 ms, respectively) and a linear
scale expressed in seconds which corresponds to the measured values, being therefore
easy to use.
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Fig. 9 Mean pressure rise duration τ̃pr . Range of the pressure rise duration τ̃pr measured for the nine
ventilators connected to the restrictive (blue) and obstructive (red) lung models when the corresponding
parameter is set to its smallest and largest values

For the obstructive model, the mean pressure rise duration τ̃pr was between 274 ±
181 ms and 805 ± 247 ms, that is, a mean range of 531 ms which is greater than the one
measured with the restrictive model. Measured ranges are small with the Monnal T50,
Smartair ST, SomnoVENT autoST and Vivo 50 (less than 400 ms), and wide with the S9
VPAP ST (105 < τ̃pr < 1012 ms) and Stellar 100 (169 < τ̃pr < 1016 ms), as well as
with the BiPAP A40 (223 < τ̃pr < 966 ms). The S9 VPAP ST and Stellar 100 (both from
ResMed) are the only two ventilators for which the measured pressure rise durations are
identical with the restrictive and obstructive lung models, which roughly correspond to
the announced settings (given in ms).
The triggering delay δl of the pressure release is most often negative with the restrictive
model (δ l = −171 ms for the nine ventilators and the five parameter settings). It is positive
with the obstructive model (δ l = +233 ms), as reported in [33]. The synchronization with
the end of the inspiratory effort mostly depends on the pressure rise duration and on the
ventilator ability to estimate the airflow actually delivered to the patient. Pressure release
triggerings were particularly advanced (δ l = −480 ms) with the Elisée 150 connected
to the restrictive model, meaning that cycles with advanced pressure release frequently
occurred, even with the longest pressure rise duration (Fig. 10a). Contrary to this, delays
δ l were large with the SomnoVENT autoST connected to the obstructive model (δ l =
646 ms), leading to numerous cycles with delayed pressure release, even with the shortest
pressure rise duration (Fig. 10b).
The mean pressure rise duration leading to the smallest triggering delay (δ l = −42 ≈
0 ms) of the pressure release, and thus corresponding to an optimal synchronization with
the end of the inspiratory effort, was equal to 511 ms for the restrictive model, and equal
to 297 ms (δ l = +182 < +300 ms) for the obstructive model. These measured pressure
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Fig. 10 Colored maps with pressure release asynchrony events. Two maps showing the incidence of cycles
with advanced pressure release (azure domain in the bottom left part) with the Elisée 150 connected to the
restrictive mechanics (a) and of delayed pressure release (blue domain in the top part) with the SomnoVENT
autoST connected to an obstructive mechanics (b)

rise durations were significantly different (p < 0.01, Welch t-test) between the two lung
mechanics.
When connected to the obstructive model, the mean high pressure actually delivered to
the mechanical lung was close to the preset value for all the ventilators. With the restrictive model, the measured high pressure P̃h may strongly depend on the selected pressure
rise duration τpr , as exemplified with the A40 and Trilogy 100: for these two ventilators
with the most sensitive high pressure triggering and the longest pressure rise duration, the
measured pressure P̃h are 14.8 cmH2 O and 15.7 cmH2 O, respectively. This represents,
compared to the preset value Ph = 20 cmH2 O, a lack of 5.2 and 4.3 cmH2 O, respectively.
This likely means that what is selected on these two devices (from the same manufach
turer) is in fact the derivative of the pressure, dP
dt (a slope as suggested by the translation
in the French version, “pente”): when it is too small, the pressure release occurs before the
preset value Ph is reached. This is therefore a good example of the ambiguity which can
occur with the heterogeneity in the variable settings and strategies. In principle, the physician would expect that the preset high pressure is reached before the pressure release is
triggered, a feature which is rather difficult to check prior to any monitoring since neither the duration of the high pressure phase τh nor the pressure rise duration τpr (in ms)
are known. The A40 has a measured pressure rise duration which varies between 306 and
538 ms when connected to the restrictive model and, between 233 and 966 ms when connected with the obstructive model (rather similar values were measured with the Trilogy
100). The booklet corresponding to these two ventilators announced a pressure rise duration between 100 and 600 ms. In fact, in spite of its English name “rise time”, used in these
two ventilators, we cannot be ensured that this parameter is actually a duration since
the manufacturer translated it by “pente” (slope) in French, thus justifying why the pressure rise durations were measured within a so wide range, contrary to what was observed
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with the S9 VPAP ST and the Stellar 100. Further measurements should be performed to
determine what is exactly set with this parameter.
Contrary to what was observed when connected to the obstructive model, the mean
pressure delivered was greater than the preset value with the Elisée 150, Smartair ST and
SomnoVENT autoST (for all parameter settings): we thus measured P̃h = 22.7 cmH2 O,
P̃h = 23.0 cmH2 O and P̃h = 24.1 cmH2 O, respectively.
Ventilators pressurization performances

The mean power P 0.95P delivered by the ventilators was significantly (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test) greater with the restrictive lung mechanics (P 0.95P = 1.09 ± 0.24 W) than
with the obstructive lung mechanics (P 0.95P = 0.50 ± 0.12 W). This is in agreement
with the fact that more work is required to inflate the lungs when compliance is reduced.
This power is strongly correlated to the delivered pressure P̃h . In order to evidence such
a relationship, we compared the difference in the mean pressure Ph delivered by the
ventilators connected to the restrictive lung models when the pressure duration is equal
to its shortest and longest values (Fig. 11) to the mean relative power P h in the same
conditions. These two quantities are strongly correlated (ρ = 0.87, p < 0.01, Pearson’s
product-moment correlation). Due to a very limited range for varying the pressure rise
duration (as observed in the Monnal T50 and the SomnoVENT autoST), some ventilators
do not offer a wide range of possibilities in the support delivered to the lung model when
this parameter is varied.
Minute volume Vm

The mean minute volume insufflated to the lung model was significantly (p < 0.01, Welch
t-test) greater when the ventilators were connected to the restrictive lung model (Vm =
12.5 l/min) than when they were connected to the obstructive one (Vm = 10.9 l/min).
No significant difference was observed among the mean minute volume delivered by the
different ventilators.

Fig. 11 Link between high pressure and power delivered. Differences (in absolute value) in the pressure
delivered by the ventilators connected to the restrictive model when the pressure rise duration is the shortest
and the longest (blue bars). Differences in the power delivered in the same conditions (red line) are also drawn
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Discussion
The main limitation of the present study is that ventilators were tested with a mechanical lung which does not fully behave like the human respiratory system. In particular, the
pressure support delivered by the ventilator has no feedback on the lung dynamics. However, patient’s inspiratory efforts were modeled in a realistic way and should therefore
be considered as actually representative of the physiological breathing dynamics. Moreover, the ASL 5000 is a mechanical lung which was already used by other investigators for
ventilator benchmarking [15–19]. Another limitation is that our ventilatory circuit was
built with a constant and calibrated leak whereas noninvasive ventilation is often associated with non-intentional leaks around the mask that may vary in time. Another series of
tests will be therefore performed (and discussed elsewhere) with a device allowing nonintentional and variable leaks during pressure support, in order to better reflect ventilator
behaviour in more realistic conditions. This is particularly important because the ventilator software have very different performances in accounting for a non-intentional leak
and they may induce additional asynchrony events in doing that. A last limitation is due
to the disparities inherent to the different strategies developed by the manufacturers to
drive their ventilators: this makes some comparisons difficult to establish as previously
explained. In this study, we defined a parametric procedure allowing to test the ventilators
connected to a large cohort of simulated patients (and not a single one) and therefore providing reliable evaluations of the markers we introduced. It should be clear that our aim
is not to provide the best parameter settings for a given patient but rather to assess how
easy it is to obtain a good synchronization between the breathing cycles and the pressure
cycles delivered by the ventilator. Indeed, a large “indigo” domain means that a patient
with a similar lung mechanics but whose lung dynamics (characterized by the ventilatory
frequency and the occlusion pressure) slightly changes will remain well synchronized with
the pressure cycles delivered by the ventilator.
This bench model study highlighted the disparities existing in the abilities of nine domiciliary ventilators to synchronize with various simulated patients. Our results suggest that
some ventilators are better designed to answer the demand of certain lung mechanics
than others. For instance, the Vivo 50 and SomnoVENT autoST have excellent results
when connected to the restrictive model and the BiPAP A40, Elisée 150 and Trilogy 100
when connected to the obstructive model (Fig. 12). These departures in the observed performances — at least partly — explain why clinicians may encounter some difficulties to
adequately set a given ventilator for patients with a type of pulmonary disorders and not
for patients with another type of pathology. The asynchrony events encountered during
the simulations were rather characteristic of a given lung mechanics, due to the breathing
dynamics which strongly differs between restrictive and obstructive conditions. With a
restrictive model, fast variations in the patient airflow (related to the short time constant
of his respiratory system) can lead to self-triggered cycles when the triggering sensitivity
of the pressure rise is too large. A particular attention should be therefore paid to set a
suitable triggering sensitivity of the pressure rise to avoid these asynchrony events. Contrary to this, the slow variations in the patient airflow with obstructive conditions may
result in non-triggered cycles. Large sensitivities of the pressure rise triggering should
therefore be preferred. Nevertheless, in the latter case, the disparities existing between the
ventilators can make such an adjustment difficult to obtain since the triggering strategies,
as well as the units (when they are provided), differ from a device to another one. Even for
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Fig. 12 Colored maps with excellent synchronizabilities. Examples of maps computed for ventilators
presenting an excellent synchronizability with the restrictive (a and b) and with the obstructive model
(c, d and e)

the pressure rise triggering sensitivities, expressed in l/min, the correspondence with the
actual patient airflow is not direct and can lead to misunderstandings (for instance, the
airflow measured (28.0 l/min) at time Th when the pressure rise is triggered is significantly
larger than the preset airflow (ηh = 5 l/min) in the Monnal T50 connected to a restrictive
lung mechanics. The synchronizability maps computed for the maximum, median and
minimum pressure rise triggering sensitivities are therefore particularly relevant since
they allow to compare objectively the triggering performances of the ventilators. When
the mouth occlusion pressure P0.1 and the breathing frequency fb of a patient with restrictive or obstructive disorders are known, it should be possible to check whether a ventilator
can synchronize correctly its pressure cycle with the breathing cycles of the lung model
for such a pair (fb , P0.1 ).
By measuring the triggering delay of the pressure rise, we highlighted the important
inter-ventilator variability for detecting the inspiratory efforts: the BiPAP 40, Elisée 150,
Trilogy 100 and Vivo 50 are efficient with the restrictive lung mechanics whereas the
Monnal T50 and SomnoVENT autoST presented good performances with the obstructive
lung mechanics. Most likely, different triggering strategies can explain such disparities,
some ventilators (as, for instance, the Vivo 50, Trilogy 100, Stellar 100, Elisée 150 and
BIPAP 140) being excellent with the restrictive lung mechanics but significantly worse
with an obstructive mechanics. Some others are good with both types of lung mechanics (the Monnal T50, SommnoVENT autoST and Smartair ST) (Fig. 9). Some triggering
strategies are therefore quite specific to a type of pulmonary disease.
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From the measures performed on pressure rise duration, it was shown that long pressure rise durations led to more synchronous cycles with a restrictive lung mechanics
whereas short durations better suit the obstructive lung mechanics. Such a feature could
explain why some ventilators do not synchronize properly; indeed, a too tight range for
the pressure rise durations (as observed in the Monnal T50 and the SomnoVENT autoST
with the restrictive mechanics) does not allow to have the value required for the considered lung mechanics. Consequently, comparing the minimum, median and maximum
pressure rise durations for each ventilator allows to quickly assess the effect of this setting
on the synchronization between the breathing cycles and the ventilator pressure cycles.
We showed that all ventilators actually deliver the preset pressure value when connected
to the obstructive mechanics. Contrary to this, when connected to the restrictive mechanics, the pressure actually delivered is significantly less than the preset value (BiPAP
A40, Trilogy 100). Nevertheless, no major effect was observed in the delivered minute
volume Vm .
Our choices for the pressure release triggering sensitivity ηl according to the lung
mechanics (around 25 % for the restrictive model and around 75 % for the obstructive
one) could have been optimized by increasing it for the restrictive lung mechanics and
by decreasing it with the obstructive mechanics since we observed cycles with advanced
pressure release in the former case and cycles with delayed pressure release in the latter
case. A further study could be performed in varying this parameter in order to rigorously
investigate its influence on patient-ventilator synchronization.
We provided all parameters required to reproduce the tests we performed in this study.
We introduced a terminology to distinguish the patient (or mechanical lung) breathing
cycles from the ventilator pressure cycles, a key point to clearly describe all the observed
events. The present procedure was developed to compare different ventilators in pressure support mode. Most of this procedure can be straightforwardly extended to other
ventilation modes or types of ventilators. This parametric procedure can be also used
to investigate the evolution of the performances provided by various version of a given
device (improved from a mechanical and/or an algorithmic point of view). As an example,
we compared the synchronizability ε computed for the Vivo 40 (Breas) and two different
software versions dedicated to the Vivo 50: initially poor (ε = 10 %, see Fig. 13a), the synchronizability progressively increases (ε = 84 %, Fig. 13c) mainly, in this case, because the

Fig. 13 Evolution of the synchronizability. Synchronizability computed for some of the devices produced by
Breas, that is, the Vivo 40 and the Vivo 50 with two different versions of its software. The three devices were
connected to the restrictive model with ηh = 1 and τpr = 1. Self-triggered cycles (lime, orange, red pixels) were
gradually replaced by synchronous cycles (indigo pixels) or cycles with advanced pressure release (azure pixels)
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rate of self-triggered cycles decreases, these cycles being replaced by synchronous cycles,
once an intermediate unstable device was produced (Fig. 13b). Indeed, heterogeneous
synchronizability map as the one observed with the Vivo 50 equipped with the software,
version 1.74 (Fig. 13b) is the signature of a control loop which can be easily in conflict
with itself.

Conclusion
This work was first devoted to develop a new parametric procedure for testing performances of devices used in mechanical ventilation. The main improvement is that the
ventilators were tested for a large cohort of 420 simulated lung dynamics. This allows
to take into account the inter-patient variability and, consequently, to provide a rather
reliable evaluation of the ventilators performances. By performances, we mainly focused
our attention on the ability presented by the ventilators to synchronize their pressure
cycles with the breathing cycles simulated by the mechanical lung. The synchronizability
we computed thus assesses the ability of the ventilator to correctly answer the inspiratory demand in synchronizing the phase during which the high pressure is delivered with
the inspiration (here simulated with a mechanical lung). The clinician who has to treat a
patient whose lung mechanics and dynamics can change in time is helped by our results
in the sense that he may check whether his patient is in the middle of an indigo domain
rather than in a red domain. Thus a slow and/or limited change in his patient physiological or pathological state would not affect too much the synchronization between the
patient breathing cycles and the pressure cycles delivered by the ventilator.
In order to adjust the parameter settings depending on the lung mechanics, it is widely
accepted that the sensitivity for the pressure release must be around 25 % for a restrictive lung mechanics and around 75 % for an obstructive one. We used these “common”
parameter values in our study. According to our results, the most critical parameter is the
high pressure triggering sensitivity ηh . Indeed, for seven of the nine ventilators tested, the
best synchronizabilities were obtained by choosing for obstructive lung mechanics more
sensitive triggers for the pressure rise than for restrictive mechanics. Contrary to this, the
most sensitive trigger must be used with the Elisée 150 and the Vivo 50. The pressure
rise duration τpr is influent for these two devices as well as for the Monnal T50. For the
Table 5 Values of the two parameters (high pressure triggering sensitivity ηh and pressure rise
duration τpr ) maximizing the synchronizability ε according to the pulmonary model considered.
These values were obtained from the tests performed under the protocol we defined and do not
imply that a better combination of settings can not be found. The pressure release triggering
sensitivity ηl is also reported
Restrictive model

Obstructive model

ηh

τpr

ηl

ε

ηh

τpr

ηl

ε

BiPAP A40

5 l/min

1

25 %

82 %

1 l/min

1

75 %

97 %

Elisée 150

1

4

25 %

80 %

1

2

75 %

94 %

Monnal T50

5 l/min

1

25 %

71 %

0.5 l/min

4

75 %

37 %

S9 VPAP ST

Very low

Min

Very low

69 %

Very high

Min

Very high

88 %

Smartair ST

3

1

–75 %

74 %

1

1

–25 %

71 %

SOMNOvent

1

Std

—

92 %

–1

Std

—

73 %

Stellar 100

Very low

MIN

Very low

72 %

Very high

MIN

Very high

89 %

Trilogy 100

5 l/min

1

25 %

83 %

1 l/min

1

75 %

96 %

Vivo 50

1

9

7

100 %

1

1

3

82 %
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two formers, most likely this parameter balances the lack of effect induced by changing
the triggering sensitivity. In the latter (the Monnal T50), the logic is inverted compared
to other ventilators: a larger τpr is obtained with a smaller parameter value, most likely
because it quantifies the slope of the pressure rise, and not its duration. When a clinician
has a restrictive patient to treat, a Vivo 50 or a SOMNOvent autoST should be very easy
to synchronize. When an obstructive patient is considered, a Respironics or an Elisée 150
could allow an easy synchronization. When a rather small synchronizability is obtained,
this means that the number of parameter values for which a good synchronization is
observed is smaller and, consequently, more difficult to find. The parameter values maximizing the synchronisability ε according to the pulmonary mechanics for each tested
ventilator are reported in Table 5. Consequently, it can not be said that a given ventilator is better than another one without specifying the lung mechanics and dynamics: the
ventilator must therefore be carefully chosen for each patient. It is hoped that the synchronizability maps provided by such a study could be useful for guiding the clinician in
his choice.
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